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In this paper we are concerned with the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions
of an asymptotically linear Hamiltonian systems when a kind of resonance condi-
tion is satisfied. We prove several new existence results via the Morse theory, the
Garlerkin methods, and the Moslov index theory.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the existence of periodic solutions of the
asymptotically linear Hamiltonian systems
&Jz* =H$(t, z), z # R2N, (1.1)
where J is the standard symplectic matrix of 2N_2N and H : R1_R2N  R1
is a C1-function and is 1-periodic in t, satisfying the conditions
|H$(t, z)&B(t) z||z|  0, as |z|  , \t # [0, 1], (H1)
|H$(t, z)&B0(t) z||z|  0, as |z|  0, \t # [0, 1], (H2)
where B(t), B0(t) are symmetric matrices in R2N, continuous and 1-peri-
odic in t. We note that (H1) characterizes (1.1) as asymptotically linear.
According to [CL, L], for a continuous symmetric matrix function B(t)
there is a unique integer pair (i, n) which is called the Maslov type index
of B(t). We denote by (i , n) and (i0 , n0) the Maslov-type indices of
B(t) and B0(t). n{0 means that the problem (1.1) is resonant at infinity
and n0{0 means that the origin z=% is a degenerate solution or the
problem (1.1) is resonant at the origin.
Many authors have made contribuations to the study of problem (1.1)
for the nonresonant case. See remarks below.
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Our purpose in this paper is to consider the resonant case in which
B(t) is finitely degenerate (this concept was introduced in [F]) and time
dependent. Our main tools are the Morse theory, the Galerkin approxima-
tion method, and the Maslov-index theory.
We will make the assumptions
(H3) H(t, z)= 12 (B(t) z, z)+ g(t, z), (g$(t, z), z)c1 |z|
s+1,
| g$(t, z)|c2 |z| s for z # R2N with |z|R, a.e. t # [0, 1],
where R, c1 , c2>0 and 0<s<1.
(H4) H(t, z)= 12 (B(t) z, z)+ g(t, z), (g$(t, z), z)0, \z # R
2N,
|(g$(t, z), z)|c1 |z| s+1, | g$(t, z)|c2 |z| s
for z # R2N with |z|R,
where R, c1 , c2>0 and 0<s<1.
(H5) H(t, z)= 12 (B0(t) z, z)+ g0(t, z),
(g$0(t, z), z)c3 |z| 1+r, | g$0(t, z)|c4 |z| r
for z # R2N with |z|1
where c3 , c4>0 and r>1.
(H6) H(t, z)= 12 (B0(t) z, z)+ g0(t, z), (g$0(t, z), z)0,
|(g$0(t, z), z)|c3 |z| 1+r, | g$0(t, z)|c4 |z| r,
for z # R2N with |z|1
where c3 , c4>0 and r>1.
Remark 1.1. It is easily seen that (H3) and (H4) imply (H1) and that
(H5) and (H6) imply (H2).
Our main results are as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that H satisfies (H2), B0(t), B(t) are finitely
degenerate and n{0, n0=0. Then (1.1) has at least one nontrivial 1-peri-
odic solution provided one of the following conditions holds:
(i) (H3) and i+n{i0 ;
(ii) (H4) and i{i0 .
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose that H satisfies (H2) and B0(t), B(t) are finitely
degenerate and n{0, n0{0. Then (1.1) has at least one nontrivial 1-peri-
odic solution provided one of the following conditions holds:
(i) (H3) and i+n  [i0 , i0+n0];
(ii) (H4) and i  [i0 , i0+n0].
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that B0(t), B(t) be finitely degenerate and
n0{0, n{0. Then (1.1) has at least one nontrivial 1-periodic solution
provided one of the following conditions holds:
(i) (H3), (H5), i+n{i0+n0 ;
(ii) (H3), (H6), i+n{i0;
(iii) (H4), (H5), i{i0+n0 ;
(iv) (H4), (H6), i{i0 .
Remark 1.2. (1) Let us say a few words about the background of the
study of the problem (1.1). The problem (1.1) was first studied in [AZ1, 2],
where both B0 and B were assumed to be constant matrices such that
B was nondegenerate and i  [i0 , i0+n0]. Later the case that B0(t),
B(t) are nondegenerate and i0{i was studied in [CZ]. Other authors
followed the study for the case where B is nondegenerate; see
[L, LZ, DL, Cha2, etc]. All these authors required that H be C2. In [LiL],
Li and Liu study the case where B is nondegenerate and B0 and B are
constant matrices but H need not be C2. They also consider the degenerate
trivial solution of local linking type where i{i0 or i{i0+n0 .
As to the degenerate case, but with constant B and B0 , [Cha 3.4]
studied the LandesmanLazer type resonance and the strong resonance
cases. More recently [Su] studied the general resonance case for constant
B and B0 .
(2) In [F], Fei proved the case (i) of Theorem 1.2, where H was
required to be C2 and to satisfy (H2) and
(H$3) H(t, z)= 12 (B(t) z, z)+ g(t, z), (g$(t, z), z)c1 |z|
s+1&a
| g$(t, z)|c2 |z| s+b where a, b # R1, c1 , c2>0, 0<s<1.
Clearly (H$3) implies (H3).
Theorem 1.2(ii) and Theorem 1.3 are new results.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some new
results about the critical groups of a C1-function f defined on a separable
Hilbert space at both infinity and a degenerate critical point. These results
come from [BLi]. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.11.3 using the Morse
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theory and the Galerkin methods and some new results about the Maslov
index ([F]).
2. PRELIMINARY
In this section we recall some new results about the critical groups of a
C1-function f at both infinity and an isolated critical point of f. These
results come from the paper [BLi] and are the main tools to be used to
deal with our problem. For other known results related to the critical
groups and the Morse theory, one can see [Cha1, MW, etc.].
Let E be a Hilbert space with its norm and inner product denoted by & }&
and ( } , } ) . Let f : E  R1 be a C1-function. Set
K=[x # E, f $(x)=0], f c=[x # E | f (x)c].
Definition 2.1. Suppose that f (K ) is bounded from below by a # R1
and suppose that f satisfies (PS)c for all ca. The group
Cq( f, ) :=Hq(E, f a), q # Z,
is said to be the q th critical group of f at infinity. Here H
*
( } , } ) denotes
singular relative homology groups with abelian coefficient groups.
The groups C
*
( f, ) are described precisely under the following
framework:
(A) f (x)= 12 (Ax, x) +F(x), where A : E  E, is a self-adjoint
operator such that 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A. The map F # C 1(E, R1)
is of class C2 in a neighborhood of infinity and satisfies F"(x)  0 as
&x&  . F and F $ map bounded sets into bounded sets. f (K ) is bounded
from below and f satisfies (PS)c for c<<0.
Let (A) hold. Set V :=Ker(A) and W :=V =. We can split W as
W+ W& such that A | W+ is positive definite and A | W& is negative
definite. Denote by + :=dim W&, & :=dim V the Morse index and the
nullity of f at infinity respectively.
Proposition 2.1. Let (A) hold. Then
Cq( f, )=0, for q # [+, ++&].
This is also true if += or &=. If +<, &=0 then
Cq( f, )$$q+ G.
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Remark 2.1. In Proposition 2.1, if &=0, then the assumption that
F"(x)  0 as &x&   can be replaced by
&F $(x)&=b(&x&) as &x&  .
One can refer to [BLi, Sect. 3] or [Cha1, Remark 5.2, Chap. 2] for this
fact. Now we work on the following framework:
(A$) f (x)= 12 (Ax, x) +F(x), where A : E  E, is a self-adjoint
operator such that 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A. The map
F # C1(E, R1) satisfies &F $(x)&=b(&x&) as &x&  . F and F $ map
bounded sets into bounded sets. f (K ) is bounded from below and f satisfies
(PS)c for c<<0.
Proposition 2.2. Let f satisfy (A$)
(a) Cq( f, )$$q+G provided f satisfies the angle condition at infinity:
(AC +) There exist M>0, : # (0, ?2) such that ( f $(x), v)0 for
any
x=v+w # E=VW with &x&M, &w&&x& sin :.
(b) Cq( f, )$$q, ++&G provided f satisfies the angle condition at
infinity:
(AC &) There exist M>0, : # (0, ?2) such that ( f $(x), v)0 for
any
x=v+w # E=VW with &x&M, &w&&x& sin :.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose f has an isolated critical point x0 and is of
class C2 near x0 . 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A0 := f "(x0) and +0<,
&0<, where +0 and &0 denote the Morse index and the nullity of f at x0 .
Then
(a) Cq( f, x0)$$q, +0G provided f satisfies the angle condition at x0 :
(AC +0 ) There exist \>0, : # (0, ?2) such that ( f $(x+x0), v) >0
for any
x=v+w # E=V0 W0 with &x&\, &w&&x&sin :, x{0
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(b) Cq( f, x0)$$q, +0+&0G provided f satisfies the angle condition at
x0 :
(AC &0 ) There exist \>0, : # (0, ?2) such that ( f $(x+x0), v) <0
for any
x=v+w # E=V0 W0 with &x&\, &w&&x& sin :, x{0
where V0 :=Ker(A0), W0=W +0 W
& :=V =0 .
Of course, Proposition 2.2 and 2.3 are useful only when the numbers
+, &, +0 and &0 are finite. For the proofs of Propositions 2.12.3 one can
refer to [BLi]. It will be seen that the main difficulty in applications is the
verification of these angle conditions.
3. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF ASYMPTOTICALLY
HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM
In this section we prove our main results, Theorems 1.11.3, using the
Morse theory (Propositions 2.2, 2.3), the Galerkin approximation, and
some known results about the Maslov-type index. We will work in the
Sobolev space E=W12, 2(S 1, R2N).
Recall that E consists of those z(t) in L2(S 1, R2N) whose Fourier series
z(t)=a0+ :

m=1
(am cos 2?mt+bm sin 2?mt), am , bm # R2N
satisfies
&z&2=|a0 |2+ 12 :

m=1
m( |am | 2+|bm | 2)<+,
where | } | denotes the norm in R2N. With this norm & }&, E is a Hilbert
space with inner product denoted by ( } , } ) .
Proposition 3.1[R]. For each s # [1, ), E is compactly embedded in
Ls(S 1, R2N). In particular, there is an :s>0 such that &z&Ls:s &z& for all
z # E.
Let B(t) be a symmetric matrix in R2N, continuous, and 1-periodic in t.
We define two self-adjoint operators A, B : E  E by extending the bilinear
forms
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(Az, y)=|
1
0
(&Jz* , y) dt,
(Bz, y)=&|
1
0
(B(t) z, y) dt, \z, y # E, (3.1)
on E. Then B is a compact operator.
Define a function f : E  R1 by
f (z)= 12 (Az, z)&|
1
0
H(t, z) dt, for z # E. (3.2)
Then f is a C 1-function with its gradient given by
( f $(z), y) =(Az, y) &|
1
0
(H$(t, z), y) dt, z, y # E. (3.3)
Thus finding the solutions of (1.1) is equivalent to finding the critical
points of the function f defined by (3.3).
Lemma 3.1. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C1-function, 1-periodic in t,
and satisfy (H3) (or (H4)). Then the function f defined by (3.2) satisfies the
angle condition (SAC &) (or (SAC
+
)) at infinity; i.e., there exist M>0,
;>0, : # (0, ?2) such that
 f $(z), v&v&&;<0, \or  f $(z),
v
&v&;>0+ , (3.4)
for any z=v+w # E=VW with &z&M, &w&&z& sin :, where
V=Ker(A+B), the null space of the adjoint operator A+B , and
W=V=.
Proof. We prove this lemma in the case that (H3) holds. Set
C(M, =)=[z=v+w # E=VW | &z&M, &w&= &z&], (3.5)
where M>0, = # (0, 1) will be chosen below. For z # C(M, =) we have
&v&- 1&=2 &z&, &w&
=
- 1&=2
&v&. (3.6)
We have the following two simple facts:
(F1) For any given {>0, there exists some constant a({)>0 such
that
meas[t # [0, 1] | |z(t)|a({) &z&]>1&{, \z # E. (3.7)
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(F2) For any given $>0, there exists some constant b($)>0 such
that
meas[t # [0, 1] | |v(t)|b($) &v&]>1&$, \v # V"[0] (3.8)
For the proof of (F2) we use the facts that V is finite dimensional and that
each v # V"[0] is different from 0 for a.e. t # [0, 1] (see [BBF]).
Denote
0{=[t # [0, 1] | |z(t)|a({) &z&], (3.9)
0$=[t # [0, 1] | |v(t)|b($) &v&]. (3.10)
Set
01=[t # [0, 1] | |z(t)|R], 02=[0, 1]"01 . (3.11)
Now for t # A :=0{ & 0$ , z # C(M, =),
|z(t)||v(t)|&|w(t)|(- 1&=2 b($)&=a({)) &z& :=’ &z& (3.12)
It follows from (3.12) that if we take =>0 suitable small then ’>0 and
then we take M>0 large suitably then |z(t)|R. Thus
A/01 (3.13)
Hence
|A (g$(t, z), v) dt[c1’1+s&=(a({))1+s](1&{&$) &z&1+s (3.14)
For t # B :=0{"0$ , z # C(M, =),
|z(t)|a({) &z&, |v(t)|b($) &v&b($) &z&, (3.15)
|
B
(g$(t, z), v) dt|
B & 01
| g$(t, z)| |v| dt+|
B & 02
| g$(t, z)| |v| dt
|
B & 01
c2 |z| s |v| dt+c |
B & 02
|v| dt
c2 $(a({))s b($) &z&1+s+c $b($) &z&, (3.16)
where we have used (H1), from which we know that g$ maps bounded sets
into bounded sets in R2N, and we use c to denote various constants which
are independent of =, {, $.
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For t # C :=0$"0{ , z # C(M, =),
|z(t)|a({) &z&’ &z&. (3.17)
Similarly to (3.13) we have C/01 . Hence
|
C
(g$(t, z), z) dt|
C
c1 |z| 1+s dtc1 |C| (a({))1+s &z&1+s,
(3.18)
|
C
(g$(t, z), w) dt=c &z&1+s,
and
|
C
(g$(t, z), v) dtc1 |C| (a({))1+s &z&1+s&=c &z&1+s, (3.19)
for t # D :=[0, 1]"(0{ _ 0$)=([0, 1]"0{) & ([0,1]"0$), z # C(M, =)
|z(t)|a({) &z&, |v(t)|b($) &v&, (3.20)
|
D
(g$(t, z), v) dt=|
D & 01
(g$(t, z), v) dt+|
D & 02
(g$(t, z), v) dt (3.21)
|
D & 01
(g$(t, z), v) dt=|
D & 01
(g$(t, z), z) dt&|
D & 01
(g$(t, z), w) dt
c1 |D & 01 | (a({))1+s &z&1+s&c2 |
D & 01
|z| s |w| dt
c1 |D & 01 | (a({))1+s &z&1+s&c= &z&1+s. (3.22)
|
D & 02
(g$(t, z), v) dtc |D & 02 | b($) &z&.c({+$) b($) &z&.
Hence
|
D
(g$(t, z), v) dtc1 |D & 01 | (a({))s+1 &z&s+1&c = &z&s+1
&c({+$) b($) &z&. (3.23)
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|C| denotes the measure of the set C/[0, 1] above. It follows from (3.14),
(3.16), (3.19), and (3.23) that
|
1
0
(g$(t, z), v) dt[(c1’s+1&=(:({))s+1)(1&{&$)
+c1( |D & 02 |+|C| )(a({))s+1
&c2 $(a({))s b($)&c=] &z&s+1&c({+$) b($) &z&
:=! &z&s+1&‘ &z&=(! &z&s&‘) &z&. (3.24)
Hence
|
1
0 \g$(t, z),
v
&v&+ dt(! &z&s&‘)
&z&
&v&
. (3.25)
From (3.24) we see that if we first choose {, $>0 small enough and then
choose 0<=<1 small enough then !>0. Thus
|
1
0 \g$(t, z),
v
&v&+ dt!M s&‘ :=;. (3.26)
Now we choose M>0 large enough again (see (3.12), (3.13)) so that ;>0.
Fixing M>0, 0<=<1, we get
|
1
0 \g$(t, z),
v
&v&+ dt;>0 (3.27)
for any z=v+w # C(M, =) with &z&M, &w&= &z&. Since
f (z)= 12 (Az, z)&|
1
0
H(t, z) dt
= 12 ( (A+B) z, z) &|
1
0
g(t, z) dt, z # E,
we have
 f $(z), v&v&=&|
1
0 \g$(t, z),
v
&v&+ dt.
By the above argument we see easily that f satisfies the angle condition
(SAC &) at infinity if we take : # (0, ?2) such that sin :==. K
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Lemma 3.2. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C1-function, 1-periodic in t, and
satisfy (H5) (or (H6)). Then there exist \>0, 0<=<1 such that
|
1
0
(g$0(t, z), v) dt>0, \or |
1
0
(g$0(t, z), v)<0+ ,
for any z=v+w # E=V0W0 with z{%, &z&\, &w&= &z&. Where
V0=Ker(A+B0), the null space of the adjoint operator A+B0 (see (3.1)).
Hence the function f defined by (3.2) satisfies the angle condition (AC &0 ) (or
(AC +0 )) at the origin.
Proof. Let (H5) hold. Set
C(\, =)=[z=v+w # E=V0W0 | z{%, &z&\, &w&= &z&], (3.28)
where \>0, 1<=<1 will be given below. Then (3.6) holds for any
z # C(\, =). Similarly we have (F1), (F2) and (3.7)(3.10) if we replace V
by V0 . Set
01=[t # [0, 1] | |z(t)|1], 02=[0, 1]"01 . (3.29)
By (H2) we deduce
| g$0(t, z)|c |z| p as z # R2N, |z|1, p>2+r. (3.30)
Clearly it follows from (3.7) that
0{/01 , \z # C(\, =) (3.31)
if we choose \>0 suitably small.
Now similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have the following
estimates:
For t # A :=0{ & 0$ , z # C(\, =),
|
A
(g$0(t, z), v) dt[c3’1+r&c4=(a({))1+r](1&{&$) &z&1+r, (3.32)
where ’ was in (3.12).
For t # B :=0{"0$ , z # C(\, =),
|
B
(g$0(t, z), v) dtc4(a(t))r b($) $ &z&1+r. (3.33)
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For t # C :=0$"0{ , z # C(\, =),
|
C
(g$0(t, z), v) dt
c3 |C & 01 | (a({))1+r &z&1+r&c= &z&1+r&c &z&1+ p. (3.34)
For t # D :=[0, 1]"(0{ _ 0$), z # C(\, =),
|
D
(g$0(t, z), v) dt
c3 |D & 01 | (a({))1+r &z&1+r&c= &z&1+r&c &z&1+ p, (3.35)
where we use c to denote various constants which are independent of =, {, $.
| } | denotes the measure of a set.
It follows from (3.32)(3.35) that for z # C(\, =)
|
1
0
(g$0(t, z), v) dt[(c3 ’1+r&c4=(a({))1+r)(1&{&$)
+c3 |(C _ D) & 01 | (a({))1+r
&c4(a({))r b($) $&c=] &z&1+r&c &z&1+p
:=! &z&1+r&c &z&1+p. (3.36)
Now if we first choose {, $>0 small enough, then take = # (0, 1) small
enough, then !>0. Now for fixed {, $, =>0, if we take \>0 small enough
(see (3.31)), then we can obtain
|
1
0
(g$0(t, z), v) dt>0, (3.37)
for any z=v+w # C(\, =).
Since
f (z)= 12 (Az, z)&|
1
0
H(t, z) dt
= 12 ( (A+B0) z, z)&|
1
0
g0(t, z) dt,
we see that
( f $(z), v) =&|
1
0
(g$0(t, z), v) dt, v # V0 , z # E.
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Hence f satisfies (AC &0 ) at the origin if we take : # (0, ?2) such that
sin :==. K
Set En=[z # E | z(t)=a0+nm=1 (am cos 2?mt+bm sin 2?mt), am , bm #
R2N]. Then En/En+1 , \n, and E0=Ker(A), dim En=2N(2n+1). Let Pn
be the orthogonal projection from E to En . Clearly PnA=APn .
Definition. Let B(t) be a symmetric matrix, continuous, and 1-peri-
odic in t. B(t) is called finitely degenerate if all the 1-periodic solutions of
the linear system
&Jz* =B(t) z (3.38)
are contained in En for some n0. In other words, B(t) is finitely
degenerate iff Ker(A+B)/En for some n0.
This concept was introduced in [F]. If B(t) is a constant matrix or B(t)
is nondegenerate, i.e., (3.38) has no 1 as a Floquet multiplier, then B(t) is
finitely degenerate (see Remarks 2.9, 2.10 in [F]).
Let fn= f |En be the restriction of f upon En .
Lemma 3.3. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C1-function, 1-periodic in t,
satisfy (H4) (or (H3)), and let B(t) be finitely degenerate; then there exists
n* # N such that each fn , nn* , satisfies the angle condition (SAC
\
) at
infinity.
Proof. Since B(t) is finitely degenerate, there exists n* # N such that
V=Ker(A+B)/En , for nn* . Hence En can be split as VWn ,
Wn=PnW. By Lemma 3.1, f satisfies (SAC \) at infinity. Therefore there
exist M>0, ;>0 and : # (0, ?2) such that \( f $(z), v&v&);>0 for
any z=v+w # E=VW with &z&M, &w&&z& sin :. Now for any
z=v+w # En=VWn with &z&M, &w&&z& sin :, where z # En ,
w # Wn , v # V, we have
\ f $n(z), v&v&=\ f $(z),
v
&v&;>0;
i.e., fn satisfies (SAC \) at infinity for nn* . K
Similarly we have
Lemma 3.4. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C1-function, 1-periodic in t,
satisfy (H6) (or (H5)), and let B0(t) be finitely degenerate; then there exists
n*0 # N such that each fn , nn*0 , satisfies the angle condition (AC
\
0 ) at the
origin.
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Lemma 3.5. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C 1-function satisfying (H$1),
(H2); then we have
& f $(z)&(A+B) z&&z&  0, as &z&  , (3.39)
& f $(z)&(A+B0)z&&z&  0, as &z&  0. (3.40)
Moreover we have
& f $n(z)&(An+PnBPn) z&&z&  0, as &z&  , z # En , (3.41)
& f $n(z)&(An+Pn B0Pn) z&&z&  0, as &z&  0, z # En . (3.42)
Proof. By (H$1), for any r>0, there is a constant c(r) such that
|H$(t, s)&B(t) s|r |s|+c(r), \s # R2N.
Hence
& f $(z)&(A+B) z&c &H$(t, z)&B(t) z&L2c(r &z&+c(r)).
which implies that (3.39), (3.41) follow from (3.39).
Similarly we have (3.40), (3.42). K
Lemma 3.6. Let H : R1_R2N  R1 be a C1-function, 1-periodic in t, and
satisfy (H3) (or (H4)), and let B(t) be finitely degenerate. Then
(i) each fn satisfies the (PS) condition, for nn* # N;
(ii) f satisfies (PS)* condition, i.e., any sequence [zn] such that
zn # En , f $n(zn)  0 as n  , and fn(zn) is bounded from above possesses a
subsequence convergent in E.
Proof. (i) Since B(t) is finitely degenerate, there exists n*0 such
that Ker(A+B)/En for any nn* .We can split En as VWn , where
V=Ker(A+B) and Wn=Pn W. Now for any fixed nn* , let [zk]/En
be such that
f $n(zk)  0, as k  . (3.43)
We only need to show that [zk] is bounded. Suppose not; then
&zk&  , as k  . (3.44)
Write zk=vk+wk=vk+w&k +w
+
k # En=VWn=VW
&
n W
+
n .
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Now for any y # En ,
( f $n(zk), y)=( (An+PnBPn) zk , y)
+( f $n(zk)&(An+PnBPn) zk , y). (3.45)
We denote by * , *

the smallest positive point and the largest negative point
in the spectrum of the operator A+B respectively and by * n , * n
the
smallest positive and the largest negative point in the spectrum of the
approximation operator An+Pn BPn respectively. It is easy to show that
*
 n
*

, * n* , \n.
Now taking y=w+k &w
&
k in (3.45) and by Lemma 3.5 and (3.43), (3.44),
for a given $>0 there is some constant d>0 such that
! &wk&2$ &wk& } &zk &+d &zk& (3.46)
for k large enough, where !=min[* , &*

]. It follows from (3.44), (3.46)
and $ given arbitrarily that
&wk&
&zk &
 0 as k  . (3.47)
Hence
&vk&
&zk &
 1 as k  . (3.48)
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, fn satisfies the angle condition (SAC \).
Thus there exist M>0, ;>0, : # (0, ?2) such that
} f $n(z), v&v&};>0 (3.49)
for any z=v+w # En=VWn with &z&M, &w&&z& sin :.
By (3.47) and (3.44), we see that
&zk&M, &wk &&zk& sin :, for large k. (3.50)
Hence
} f $n(zk), vk&vk&};>0 for large k. (3.51)
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On the other hand,
lim
k    f $n(zk),
vk
&vk &=0. (3.52)
This contadicts (3.51) and hence [zk] is bounded.
(ii) Suppose that zn # En such that
f $n(zn)  0, as n  . (3.53)
Similarly to the above argument we obtain that [zn] is bounded.
Define G : E  R1 as follows:
G(z)=|
1
0
H(t, z) dt \z # E.
By (H$1) we see that G$ is compact. Now
Azn+Pzn= f $n(zn)&Pn G$(zn)+Pzn , (3.54)
where P is the orthogonal projection from E to the null space of the
operator A. P is a finite-rank operator. Now we can choose a subsequence
of [zn], (still named by [zn]) such that [&PnG$(zn)], [Pzn] converge
in E, to x, y respectively. Since A+P is invertible, it follows from (3.54)
that [zn] converges to z=(A+P)&1 (x+ y). z is a critical point of f. K
We note that [zn] is not assumed to be such that fn(zn) is bounded from
above.
Let us now recall some known results about the Maslov index for a sym-
metric matrix. This sort of index was introduced and generalized by Conley
and Zehnder [CZ] and by Long and Zehnder [LZ, L].
Let B(t) be a continuous, 1-periodic symmetric matrix function and let
#(t) be the fundamental solution matrix of
&Jz* =B(t) z. (3.38)
We know that B is nondegenerate if #(1) has no eigenvalue 1, i.e. 1 is not
a Floquet multiplier. Denote by SP(N, R) the set of 2N_2N symplectic
matrices and let
P=[# # C([0, 1], SP(N, R) | #(0)=1, #(1) has no eigenvalue 1]
According to [CZ, LZ] there is a map j : P  Z. For nondegenerate B(t),
one defines the Maslov index i(B)=k if j(#)=k where # is the fundamental
solution matrix. If B is degenerate, Long [L] given the extension of this
definition. A pair of integer (i(B), n(B)) is called the Maslov type index
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of B if n(B)=dim Ker(#(1)&1), i(B)= C  B i(C ), where C is non-
degenerate. In summary, the Maslov-type index of a symmetric matrix B(t)
is a pair of integers (i(B), n(B)) # Z_[0, ..., 2N]. B is nondegenerate iff
n(B)=0.
If B(t) is finitely degenerate, Fei [F] proved the following relation
between Maslov-type index and Morse index.
Lemma 3.7 (Theorem 2.7 of [F]). Denote by M +k , M
0
k , M
&
k the dimen-
sion of the subspaces of Ek where Pk(A+B) Pk # L(Ek) is positive, zero,
negative respectively. If B(t) is finitely degenerate with Maslov type index
(i, n) then
M +k =
1
2 dim Ek&i&n, M
0
k=n, M
&
k =
1
2 dim Ek+i
for k some k*>0.
After the above preparations we give the proofs of our main results,
Theorems 1.11.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We prove it for the case (i). The case (ii) is
proved similarly.
Step 1. We first write the function f defined by (3.2) as
f (z)= 12 ( (A+B) z, z) &|
1
0
g(t, z) dt, z # E. (3.55)
Define a map F : E  R1 as
F(z)=&|
1
0
g(t, z) dt, z # E. (3.56)
Then F # C1(E, R1). Hence f has the form
f (z)= 12 ( (A+B) z, z)+F(z), z # E. (3.57)
On each finite space En , we have
fn(z)= 12 (Pn(A+B) Pn z, z) +Fn(z), z # En . (3.58)
By (H1), F is C2 near infinity under the topology C([0, 1], R2N) and
satisfies
&F $(z)&C=b(&z&C), as &z&C  , (3.59)
where & }&C denotes the maximum norm.
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Thus on each finite dimensional space En , F is C2 near infinity and
satisfies
&F $n(z)&=b(&z&), as &z&  , z # En . (3.60)
By Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.3, and Lemma 3.6, each fn , nn* , satisfies the
(PS) condition and (A$) and (AC &) in Section 2. It follows from Proposi-
tion 2.1(b) that
Cq( fn , )$$q, +n+&n G, nn* , (3.61)
where +n=M&(Pn(A+B) Pn), &n=M0(Pn(A+B) Pn).
Similarly by (H2) each fn , nn*0 , is C
2 at the origin on the finite dimen-
sional space En . Since n0=0, the origin % is a nondegenerate critical point
of fn . Thus we have
Cq( fn , %)$$q, +0n G, for nn*0 , (3.62)
where +0n=M
&(Pn(A+B0) Pn).
Now by Lemma 3.7, there exist k*>0 such that for nk*
M0(Pn(A+B) Pn)=&n=n
M&(Pn(A+B) Pn)=+n=N(2n+1)+i
M&(Pn(A+B0) Pn)=+0n=N(2n+1)+i0;
thus i+n{i0 means that +n+&n{+0n for nn*=max[n* , n*0 , k*].
Thus
Cq( fn , )$3 Cq( fn , %), \q, for nn*. (3.63)
This implies that fn has at least one nontrivial critical point zn{% for
nn*.
Step 2. Since A+B0 has bounded inverse there are m # N, d>0 such
that
&(An+PnB0Pn)&1&<d, \nm.
By Lemma 3.5, for large n, we have
& f $n(z)&Pn(A+B0) Pn &
1
2d
&z& as z # En , &z&<$.
Thus
& f $n(z)& 12 &(Pn(A+B0) Pn)
&1& &z& as z # En , &z&<$.
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Hence, if z # En is a critical point of fn with &z&$, then z=%. Therefore
&zn&$ for nmax[n*, m].
Step 3. By Lemma 3.6, f satisfies the (PS)* condition. Hence there is a
limit point z* of [zn] which is a critical point of f with &z*&$. This is
a nontrivial solution of (1.1).
The proof is completed. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We prove it for case (i).
Step 1. Similar to Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have the con-
clusion that each fn , nn*, has at least one nontrivial critical point zn{%,
because we can get (3.63) by i+n # [i0 , i0+n0], which implies that
+n+&n # [+0n , +
0
n+&
0
n] for nn*, (3.64)
and by a well-known result due to [GM], which implies that
Cq( fn , %)$0, q # [+0n , +0n+&0n]. (3.65)
Step 2. Since B0(t) is finitely degenerate, there is d>0 such that
&(An+PnB0Pn)*&<d, \nn*. (3.66)
(see [F]). By (H2), each fn is C2 in some neighbourhood of the origin, say
the ball B2r=[z # En | &z&<2r], without loss of generality. By Lemma 3.5
we have
& f "n(z)&(An+PnB0 Pn)&< 12&(An+PnB0Pn)
*&,
(3.67)
z # En , &z&<2r.
Now combining (3.66), (3.67), (3.64), and Lemma 3.3 and using the same
or similar method as that used to prove Theorem 1.3 in [LiL], we can
prove that fn has at least one critical point zn outside the ball
Br=[z # En | &z&<r], nn*. Hence &zn&r, \nn*.
Step 3. By (PS)* condition, [zn] has a subsequence converging to
some point z* # E with &z*&r. z* is a critical point of f. The proof is
completed. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We prove this theorem for the case (i).
Step 1. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we can get (3.63). By
Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.4, each fn , nn*0 satisfies (AC
&
0 ) at the origin.
According to (H2), H is C2 at z=% on R2N; hence f is C2 at z=% under
the topology of C([0, 1], R2N) and thus fn , the restriction of f on each
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finite dimensional space En , is C2 at z=%. Now by Proposition 2.3(b) we
have
Cq( fn , %)$$q, +0n+&0n G, nn*0 , (3.68)
where +0n=M
&(An+PnB0 Pn), &0n=M
0(An+PnB0Pn). By Lemma 3.7
there exists k*>0 such that for nk*
&n=n , +n=N(2n+1)+i ,
&0n=n0 , +
0
n=N(2n+1)+i0 ;
thus i+n{i0+n0 means +n+&n{+0n+&
0
n for nn*=max[n*0 , n* , k*].
Hence
Cq( fn , %)$3 Cq( fn , ), nn*. (3.69)
This implies that each fn , n n*, has at least one nontrivial critical point
zn{%.
Step 2. We denote by * 0 , * 0
the smallest positive, and the largest
negative point in the spectrum of the operator A+B0 , respectively, and we
denote by * on , * on
the smallest positive, the largest negative point in the
spectrum of the approximation operator An+Pn B0Pn , respectively. Then
we have
* on* 0 , * on
*
 0
, \n. (3.70)
Now fn satisfies (AC &0 ) at the origin for nn*. By (AC
&
0 ), for z # En ,
z{%, &z&\ with &z&&w& sin :,
( f $n(z), v) <0, for nn*. (3.71)
For z # En , &z&\, &z&&w& sin :, z{% with &w+&&w&&, by (H2) and
Lemma 3.5 we have
( f $n(z), w+) =( (An+PnB0Pn) z, w+) +( f $n(z)&(An+PnB0Pn) z, w+)
* on &w+&2&o(&z&) } &w+&
* 0 &w+&2&o(&w+&2). (3.72)
For z # En , &z&\, &z&&w& sin :, z{% with &w&&&w+&, we have
( f $n(z), w&) * 0
&w&&2+o(&w+&2). (3.73)
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Therefore there exists a constant r>0 which is independent of n such that
for any nn*
f $n(z){0, z # En , &z&<r. (3.74)
Hence we have &zn&r for nn*.
Step 3. By Lemma 3.6 f satisfies (PS)*; thus [zn] has a subsequence
converging to some point z* in E with &z*&r. z* is a nontrivial critical
point of f, i.e. the problem (1.1) has at least one nontrivial 1-periodic
solution. K
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